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“This is a significant and important step in
ensuring that prison officers have the right
tools... and will contribute to a safer prison
environment.”
Justice Minister, Claire Sugden

THE EDESIX SOLUTION
Prison officers regularly face aggression, violent
behaviour and verbal abuse from prisoners
whilst on duty. The VideoBadge range of Edesix
BWCs provides court-ready evidence for Prison
Officers, can be used to deter aggression, and
can be used to train staff in best practice.
All VideoBadges feature encrypted footage
downloads and full audit trails to preserve the
evidential integrity of videos recorded, for use
in court or internal investigations.
Designed

to

protect

officers,

provide

transparency in interactions with prisoners
and improve workflow, Edesix BWCs offer an
integrated and all-encompassing solution.

HOW DO OUR INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS WORK?
Edesix provides the hardware and infrastructure necessary for an effective Body Worn Camera (BWC) deployment,
ensuring efficient workflow and ease of use for prison officers, and those managing the data. Using a combination
of DockControllers and MicroServers, large estates of cameras can be simply rolled-out and managed. Badges can
be assigned and recordings can be downloaded and shared centrally for review by those with relevant permissions,
with nothing more than a swipe of an RFID card.

PRISON OFFICER USE CASE

RFID

Prison Officers can use their ID cards to RFID assign a VideoBadge from a docking station at the
start of their shift. The badge is automatically associated with that officer until its return and will
be fully charged and free of footage upon collection. RFID Cards used to gain entry to prisons
can also be used to assign VideoBadges if required.

The VideoBadge is worn on the uniform, using the preferred attachment of officers, and will
remain in stand-by mode throughout their shift.

When recording is required, the Officer simply activates the record function on their VideoBadge,
which will ensure HD video and audio are recorded.

Should the officer find it necessary to highlight a certain key moment when recording, the
bookmark function can be activated, alerting those reviewing the footage afterward to a key
instant in the recording.

At the end of their shift, the officer simply docks their VideoBadge, and any footage recorded
(along with associated data) is automatically uploaded to the cloud. The badge is automatically
un-assigned from that officer, and will begin to charge. All footage offloaded will be linked to the
officer to which it was previously assigned.

This footage is then stored, securely on-site, within the VideoManager software system, ready
for an authorised user to review.

Upon review, a decision will then be made on whether the piece of footage recorded is pertinent to
use as evidence in an associated incident. All priority footage to be used as evidence will remain as
an ‘incident’, all other footage will be systematically deleted as required. Recorded footage can be
audited centrally for quality purposes, with secure sharing links available for any refuted incidents.
It is at this time special features such as cropping and redaction can be carried out, in order to
protect the identity of individuals, or hide offensive or unnecessarily images within the footage.

VIDEOMANAGER
All footage and data captured by the VideoBadge will
be uploaded to VideoManager, which can be accessed
by authorised personnel (evidence handlers) from a
computer connected to their network, or via the Edesix
Cloud Service. Footage and incidents can be shared
outside of a prison with relevant justice partners, using
secure links. These links will be traceable within the audit
trail, and can be enabled with an expiration date.
VideoManager can be obtained as a Licence per camera,
or by subscribing to the Edesix Cloud Service.
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HARDWARE
The complete Body Worn Camera Solution from Edesix allows Evidence Handlers and senior staff to review
footage, monitor camera usage, and investigate recorded incidents from their prison. In addition to this
hardware, you must also obtain access to VideoManager software via a Software Licence, or through our Cloud
Service.
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